Abstract. A revocation or a broadcast encryption technology allows a sender to transmit information securely over a broadcast channel to a select group of receivers excluding some revoked receivers. In this paper we propose two efficient revocation methods which are suitable for stateless receivers. The proposed methods use an a-ary key tree structure and require at most r log (N/r) log a + 1 ciphertexts broadcast. Our Method 1 requires only one key to be stored and O 2 a log 5 N log a computational overhead at a receiver, whereas Method 2 requires log N log a keys and O (2 a ) computational overhead, where N and r respectively denote the total number of receivers and the number of revoked receivers. Our methods are very efficient with respect to the number of keys each receiver stores, especially Method 1 minimizes it.
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Introduction
Recent advances in technology give us a lot of ways to distribute digital data without loss of quality. We can easily use, modify and exchange many kinds of digital data such as digital pictures or music. However, those advances have caused serious challenges related to copyright protection or digital rights management issues. Though copyright-protected data (e. g. music, movies or TV programs) should be treated under conditions to which its copyright holder agrees, various kinds of such content can be recorded, copied or exchanged in an illegal manner. One of the technologies that are being used to protect such data is called revocation scheme or broadcast encryption scheme. This technology allows a sender to transmit information securely over a broadcast channel to a select group of receivers. The sender may exclude some receivers (called revoked receivers) and enable only legitimate receivers to obtain the transmitted information.
Revocation schemes are used in many real world applications. For example, in a pay-TV system, users can watch TV programs if they subscribe to the service and pay the fee. If some users do not pay for the programs, they might be excluded, so that they will not be able to watch the program the following Most of this work was done while the author was visiting Stanford University. month even if they own an appropriate receiver. Other examples are CPPM and CPRM [8] which are systems protecting copyrighted content stored on prerecorded or recordable media from unauthorized copying. In these systems only compliant receivers (i. e. players or recorders) that are manufactured under a certain license contract can retrieve secret information (called session key) from a medium using their receiver keys. The session key is required for decryption or encryption of the content file stored on the medium. If it is found that there is a receiver which does not obey the license contract this receiver will be revoked, and as a result it will no longer be able to retrieve the session keys distributed after the revocation.
For general receivers (e. g. consumer electronics devices), the easiest way to store secret information such as receiver keys is storing it as part of the initial configuration at manufacturing time. Giving a mechanism to receivers for changing keys they store increases the production cost and might also weaken their security. Therefore it is preferable in most cases to assume that receivers can not change their keys. Such receivers are called stateless receivers. As described in [17] , typical examples of stateless receivers are off-line devices, such as CD or DVD players. In this paper we propose two efficient revocation methods that are suitable for stateless receivers.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We introduce related work and contributions of this paper in the rest of this section. Section 2 describes two revocation methods proposed in this paper. We discuss the security of our methods in section 3, some techniques and the properties of those methods in section 4. We present a modification of CPPM and CPRM in Section 5. Our results in this paper are summarized in section 6.
Related Work
As described in the previous section, a revocation scheme or broadcast encryption scheme allows a sender to transmit information securely over a broadcast channel to a select group of receivers. Let N and r be the total number of receivers in the system and the number of revoked receivers, respectively. A naive method to implement this scheme is as follows. Assume each receiver owns a unique key. A sender broadcasts secret information encrypted under each of the unique keys owned by the non-revoked receivers. This method requires each receiver to store only one key, but the sender must transmit N − r ciphertexts. Since a large amount of bandwidth is necessary for large N , this method is not suitable for applications where the bandwidth for such data is restricted.
There exists another naive method where the size of the broadcast message is minimized. We call it the Power Set Method. The method defines a power set of N receivers, i. e. {S b1b2...bi...bN } where b i ∈ {0, 1}. Each b i indicates whether or not a receiver i belongs to a subset S b1b2...bi...bN . It assigns a subset key for each subset and gives the subset key to receivers which belong to the subset. To send secret information to an arbitrary group of receivers, a sender chooses a subset where b i = 1 only for selected receivers i, encrypts the information with a subset key corresponding to the subset, and broadcasts the ciphertext.
This method requires the sender to broadcast only one ciphertext, while each receiver needs to store 2 N −1 keys. Hence this method is not suitable for receivers in many applications if N is large. However, we use this technique in conjunction with a key tree structure in order to reduce the number of ciphertexts which are broadcast in our methods.
The notion of broadcast encryption was introduced by Berkovits [3] and Fiat et al. [10] independently. The main criteria for this technology are the number of ciphertexts (the length of the message) to be broadcast, the number of keys each receiver stores, and the computational overhead at a receiver. Berkovits constructed a broadcast encryption method using a secret sharing scheme [22] . This method requires each receiver to store one key, however the length of the broadcast message is O (N ). Fiat et al. proposed an r-resilient method which is resistant to a collusion of up to r revoked receivers by combining their 1-resilient methods hierarchically. This method requires message length of O r 2 log 2 r log N and the storage of O (r log r log N ) at each receiver.
Wallner et al. [24] and Wong et al. [25] independently proposed efficient methods using a logical key tree structure. Their methods define a logical tree and a node key for each node of the tree. Each receiver is assigned to a leaf of the tree and given a set of node keys defined for the nodes on the path from the leaf to the root of the tree. Therefore, each receiver stores log N + 1 keys, assuming that the system uses a binary tree. All of these keys except one are shared by other receivers. This method revokes one receiver at a time, and updates all keys stored by non-revoked receivers, which have also been owned by the revoked receiver. A sender needs to broadcast 2 log N ciphertexts and a receiver needs to perform at most log N decryptions for this single revocation. If the system needs to revoke r receivers by repeating the single revocation, the sender has to send 2r log N ciphertexts.
Since the key tree structure has good properties, modifications of the methods of [24, 25] have been proposed [5, 11, 16, 17] . Some of them reduce the messages for a single revocation to log N by combining the key tree structure with another technique. McGrew et al. [16] used a one-way function, Canetti et al. [5] used a pseudo random generator, and Kim et al. [11] used Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme [9] . The number of keys a receiver stores remains log N + 1, while their methods increase the computational overhead at a receiver, namely, each receiver needs to perform the computation of such a technique at most log N times. Similar to their original methods, they assume non-stateless receivers, i. e. receivers have a capability to change their keys.
If receivers are not stateless, they can store keys (e. g. shared keys established among the sender and a group of receivers) given at time t 1 and use them at time t 2 (where t 1 < t 2 ) to obtain the current session key. This may contribute to reduce the size of the broadcast. On the other hand, stateless receivers can store only the keys given at the initial stage such as manufacturing time. Hence every broadcast message must contain enough information to enable non-revoked receivers to obtain the current session key using their initial receiver keys.
Kumar et al. [13] proposed revocation methods using error correcting codes. In their methods only non-revoked receivers can correct the error in the broadcast message and retrieve the secret information. Their construction based on polynomials requires messages of O (r log N ) broadcast and storage of O (r log N ) at a receiver, and their construction based on algebraic-geometric codes requires message of O r 2 and O (r log N ) storage overhead. The latter construction is interesting because the length of the message is independent of the number of total receivers.
Anzai et al. [2] and Naor et al. [18] independently proposed other methods using a secret sharing scheme. The main advantage of their methods is the size of storage at receivers. Their methods require receivers to store an element in a certain group. On the other hand, the methods require O (w) messages broadcast and O (w) exponentiations performed at a receiver, where w is the upper bound of the number of revoked receivers in the system which is fixed in advance. In other words, if we set the system resistant to a collusion of any number of revoked receivers then O (N ) messages and O (N ) exponentiations are required, regardless of the number of receivers actually revoked. Matsuzaki et al. [15] modified their method to reduce the computational overhead at a receiver to two modular exponentiations.
CPPM and CPRM [8] are methods for protection of copyrighted content stored on pre-recorded or recordable media (e. g. disks or semiconductor memories) that work with stateless receivers. Those methods require a prefixed number of ciphertexts being broadcast on the media and a relatively small number of keys being stored at a receiver. However, their revocation capability is restricted. We present detailed explanation of their properties as well as a modification of them in section 5.
Naor et al. [17] proposed two efficient methods suitable for stateless receivers using a binary key tree construction. The Complete Subset Method requires a sender to broadcast r log (N/r) ciphertexts and each receiver to store log N + 1 keys, whereas the Subset Difference Method using a pseudo random sequence generator requires 2r − 1 ciphertexts, 1 2 log 2 N + 1 2 log N + 1 keys and O (log N ) computational overhead at a receiver.
Luby et al. [14] and Poovendran et al. [20] analyzed the criteria of broadcast encryption schemes under information theoretic concepts. Since the methods we propose in this paper are constructed upon a computational assumption, their bounds are not applicable to them.
Our methods use a key tree structure and are suitable for stateless receivers. They provide a good balance in the criteria for the revocation technology, and are more efficient with respect to the number of keys stored at each receiver compared to previously proposed methods with such a structure. Especially one of our methods requires receivers to store only one key.
Another topic related to a revocation technology is a traitor tracing technology introduced by Chor et al. [7] . This is used to find a receiver who contributed for production of a non-legitimate receiver device or software by giving its secret information (e. g. receiver keys). Many schemes with traitor tracing capability, such as [4, 7, 17, 18] , have been proposed. We briefly explain the applicability of our methods to a traitor tracing scheme in section 4.4.
Our Results
In this paper we propose two efficient revocation methods suitable for stateless receivers. The Master Key technique due to Chick et al. [6] (a similar technique is also described in [10] ) contributes to reduce the number of keys each receiver stores, and the Power Set Method used in conjunction with an a-ary logical key tree structure helps to reduce the number of ciphertexts to be broadcast, where the parameter a can be any positive integer satisfying a > 1. In turn, our methods require receivers to perform some computations.
The properties of our methods are shown in Table 1 . For comparison, this table also contains the properties of the Complete Subset Method (CSM) and the Subset Difference Method (SDM) proposed in [17] , which are considered to be most efficient among the methods proposed previously. In Method 1 we construct a revocation method which requires receivers to store only one key (a master key). Therefore, this method achieves minimal storage overhead for receivers. Method 2 is a variant of Method 1 which reduces the computational cost incurred by receivers to derive a key used for decryption of broadcast ciphertext from their master key in exchange for an increase in the number of master keys they store. Number of ciphertexts r log (N/r) 2r − 1 r log (N/r) log a + 1 r log (N/r) log a
+ 1
Number of keys @ receiver log N 1 2
Comp. cost for key derivation Pseudo-random generator - Table 1 tells that although our methods require more computational overhead of receivers, they are more efficient than other methods with respect to the number of keys each receiver stores. Our methods are also more efficient than CSM with regard to the number of ciphertexts broadcast. Since the Master Key technique is based on the security of RSA cryptosystem [21] , the size of each master key in our methods is the size of a secure RSA modulus. Note that as analyzed in [17] a receiver in each method in Table 1 needs O (log log N ) lookup operations (in order to find an appropriate ciphertext to decrypt) and a single decryption operation which are omitted from the table.
We show that our methods are secure under the assumption related to the RSA cryptosystem. Then we discuss some techniques which are used in our methods to reduce the size of the broadcast and the size of the storage at a receiver. We also provide a modification of CPPM and CPRM using the Master Key technique which reduces the size of the storage at receivers.
The Proposed Methods
In this section we introduce two efficient revocation methods. These methods use the Power Set Method' defined below as an elemental technique.
Power Set Method' with n elements. Suppose there is a set of n elements
which are elements of a power set except all b i 's are 0 and 1). Assign a subset key for each subset. Give subset keys corresponding to subsets where b i = 1 to an element i. To send secret information to an arbitrary group of elements (except a group which consists of all elements), choose a subset where b i = 1 only for selected elements i, encrypt the information with a subset key corresponding to the subset and send the encrypted information.
Assume N is a power of a positive integer a. Our methods adopt a logical aary tree called the Hierarchical Key Tree (HKT) and the Power Set Method' with a elements for each internal node (including the Root 1 ) in the HKT. Basically 2 a − 2 subsets are defined for each internal node. A subset key is chosen for each subset and 2 a−1 −1 subset keys are given to each child node of the internal node. A receiver is assigned to a leaf of the HKT. Let path j be a path from the leaf to which a receiver u j is assigned to the Root. A receiver u j is given master key(s) that can derive any subset key given to a node on path j . Transmission of secret information including revocation of receivers is performed by broadcasting one or more ciphertexts encrypted under a subset key. This construction has a good property such that only one ciphertext needs to be sent for secure transmission to an arbitrary set of child nodes of a certain internal node in the HKT.
We have two ways of applying the Master Key technique to a revocation scheme. In Method 1 we adopt the Master Key system for the whole HKT. A receiver u j is given a master key of 2 a−1 − 1 log a N +1 subset keys corresponding to the subsets to which the receiver belongs, i. e. those subset keys are given to the nodes on path j . Note that those subsets contain a subset to which all of N receivers belong, and the corresponding subset key is used if no receivers are revoked. In Method 2 we apply the Master Key system to each internal node in the HKT. In this method log a N master keys are given to a receiver u j . Each master key can derive at most 2 a−1 subset keys corresponding to subsets defined for a node on path j , to which the receiver u j belongs.
Method 1
Setup.
Step 1. Trusted Center (TC) which is a sender of secret information defines a rooted full a-ary HKT with N leaves. Each internal node in the HKT is named v k k = 1, . . . ,
where the Root is v 1 and other nodes are named with breadth first order. A receiver u j (j = 1, . . . , N ) is assigned to each leaf of the HKT. TC defines 2 a − 2 subsets S k,b1b2...bi...ba where b i ∈ {0, 1}, Figure 1 shows an example of the HKT for a = 3 and N = 27, and subsets which are defined for internal nodes. The way to define the subsets is common to both of Method 1 and Method 2. internal node v k subsets defined for v k v1 S1,100, S1,010, S1,001, S1,110, S1,101, S1,011, S1,111 v2, . . . , v N −1 Step 2. TC chooses (2 a − 2)
Then TC assigns p k,B to a subset S k,B and publishes this assignment. Let T be a product of all primes assigned to the subsets. TC randomly chooses an element K ∈ Z * M and sets a subset key SK k,B corresponding to a subset S k,B as
TC (imaginarily) gives subset keys SK k,B with b i = 1 to i th child node of the internal node v k . Therefore, 2 a−1 − 1 subset keys are given to each of the child nodes of an internal node. In addition, a subset key SK 1,11...1 is given to each of the child nodes of the Root.
Step 3. TC gives a receiver u j a master key M K j of 2 a−1 − 1 log a N +1 subset keys that are given to the nodes on path j . Let w j be a product of all primes assigned to the subsets to which the receiver u j belongs (i. e. the corresponding subset keys are given to the nodes on path j ). The master key M K j is defined as
In the example depicted in Fig. 1 Revocation. Transmission of secret information (e. g. a session key used for encryption or decryption of a content file) including revocation of some receivers is performed by broadcasting one or more ciphertexts. Each ciphertext is an encryption of the secret information under a subset key. To find subset keys to be used for this encryption, TC abandons all subset keys which are known to revoked receivers. It can be considered as removing all edges from the leaves corresponding to the revoked receivers to the Root in the HKT. This removal leaves one or more disjoint subtrees. Each subtree corresponds to a subset defined for its root node which is an internal node in the HKT, and each leaf of them is assigned to a non-revoked receiver. TC encrypts the secret information under the subset keys corresponding to those subsets, then broadcasts the ciphertexts. We examine the upper bound of the number of ciphertexts broadcast in section 4.1 and describe a technique used to encrypt the secret information in section 4.2.
Decryption. A non-revoked receiver belongs to a subset corresponding to a subtree which is left in the revocation phase, namely, the subtree contains the leaf assigned to the receiver. Note that for a non-revoked receiver u j , there is exactly one ciphertext among the broadcast message which is an encryption under a subset key which can be derived from its master key M K j . Naor et al. [17] introduced some techniques for listing and searching the correspondence of subsets and receivers, which can be used in conjunction with our methods. After finding an appropriate subset, a receiver u j computes the corresponding subset key SK k,B from its master key M K j and decrypts the ciphertext using the subset key in order to retrieve the secret information. The derivation of the subset key is performed as follows.
Recall that p k,B | w j and w j is a product of 2 a−1 − 1 log a N + 1 primes.
The computational overhead is roughly O 2 a log 5 N log a for generation of primes as analyzed in section 4.3, and 2 a−1 − 1 log a N multiplications and one modular exponentiation.
Method 2
Step 1. The process in Step 1 is the same as in Method 1.
Step 2. Step 3. TC gives a receiver u j a set of log a N master keys M K j,k , each of which is a master key of subset keys where the corresponding subsets are defined for a node v k on path j and those subset keys are given to its child node which is also located on path j . A master key M K j,k can derive 2 a−1 − 1 subset keys. In addition, a master key M K j,1 can generate a subset key SK 1,11...1 . The master key M K j,k is defined as
where w j,k is a product of all primes assigned to the subsets satisfying (i) these subsets are defined for a node v k and (ii) the corresponding subset keys are given to a child node of v k where both v k and the child node are located on path j (in other words, the leaf assigned to the receiver u j is also a leaf of a subtree rooted at the child node).
In the example depicted in Fig. 1 Revocation. The way of transmitting secret information including revocation is the same as in Method 1.
Decryption. The process in this phase is basically the same as in Method 1. The only difference is the way of deriving a subset key. A receiver u j derives a subset key SK k,B from its master key M K j,k as follows.
Since w j,k is a product of at most 2 a−1 primes, this computation requires at most 2 a−1 − 1 multiplications and one modular exponentiation. 2 The computational overhead for generation of primes is negligible as analyzed in section 4.3.
Security of the Proposed Methods
To study the security of our methods, we investigate attacks for the Master Key technique used in these methods. The Master Key system is adopted for the whole HKT in Method 1 whereas it is applied to each internal node in the HKT in Method 2. Suppose that some attackers colluding with each other try to compromise the Master Key system in order to obtain subset keys defined in the targeted system. We consider two cases:
Case I. None of the attackers knows any of subset keys defined in the targeted Master Key system. Case II. The attackers know at least one subset key defined in the targeted system.
A situation that all attackers are outside of N receivers is regarded as Case I in both of our methods. It is another situation regarded as Case I in Method 2 that at least one of the attackers is a receiver of this revocation scheme but no one of them is assigned to a leaf of a subtree rooted at the node where the targeted Master Key system is applied. Since K in Method 1 and K k in Method 2 are independent of other systems, subset keys are considered to be indistinguishable from random numbers of length |M | for those attackers in Case I. Therefore we focus on Case II.
In Case II, the attackers know at least one subset key of the targeted Master Key system. Such attackers may include revoked receivers in the targeted system who attempt to obtain subset keys they do not have by breaking the system. We show that our methods are secure against any collusion of revoked receivers under the following assumption related to RSA cryptosystem.
Assumption. If factors q 1 , q 2 of a large composite M = q 1 q 2 are unknown then computing p th roots (mod M ) for integral p > 1 is difficult.
We introduce a theorem and a corollary proven in the appendix to [1] .
2 If we define a subset key SK1,11...1 without using the Master Key technique, we have a revocation method with log N log a + 1 keys and at most 2 a−2 multiplications at a receiver.
Theorem. Let t and t 1 , . . . , t n be given integers and suppose there is a computable function F for which
M , the group of units mod M . Let d = gcd{t i }, e = gcd (t, d) and p = d/e. Then we can compute p th roots in Z * M . Suppose that such a function F exists for p > 1, then we can compute nontrivial p th roots in Z * M . This is contradictory to the assumption. Therefore the following corollary holds.
Corollary. Under the assumption above, such function exists only for p = 1, namely gcd{t i } | t.
Now we consider the case that some revoked receivers in the targeted Master Key system collude with each other and try to compromise a subset key which is not included in any of the master keys owned by the colluding receivers. Let G be a set of master keys, which are integer power of K mod M ,
tm mod M from the set G and (ii) SK m is not included in the any master key of G. On one hand, from (i) and the corollary,
must hold. By definition of a master key, t i is a product of primes corresponding to the subsets which are not included in the master key M K i . Since we can write t i = α i p m where gcd (α i , p m ) = 1 from (ii), we have gcd{t i : M K i ∈ G} = αp m where gcd (α, p m ) = 1. On the other hand, since T is a product of all primes corresponding to all subsets, we can write T = βp m where gcd (β, p m ) = 1 (i. e. β = t m ). From (1), we have αp m | β. However, gcd (α, p m ) = gcd (β, p m ) = 1. This is contradictory, so the assumption that SK m which is not included in any master key in G can be derived from G is wrong. This proves that our methods are secure against any conspiracy of revoked receivers under the assumption described above.
Discussions on the Proposed Methods

The Number of Ciphertexts
Let #CT denote the number of ciphertexts broadcast in our methods. #CT is equal to the number of subsets corresponding to subtrees which are left in the revocation phase. In this section we examine its upper bound.
Recall that a sender needs to broadcast one ciphertext encrypted under SK 1,11...1 if no receivers are revoked. Now we increment the number of revoked receivers one by one. To maximize #CT we should choose a new revoked receiver such that it shares minimum paths with receivers that have been already revoked, because the shared paths do not contribute to increase the number of the subtrees. Using this strategy, we choose up to a−1 revoked receivers as a leaf of subtrees which are rooted at distinct child nodes of the Root. Each picking of revoked receiver increases #CT by log a N − 1. When we choose a th revoked receiver, #CT is increased by log a N −2 by choosing a leaf of a subtree rooted at the remaining child node of the Root. Similarly, each addition of a j−1 + 1 th to a j−1 (a − 1) th revoked receiver increases #CT by log a N −j, and each addition of a j−1 (a − 1) + 1 th to a j th revoked receiver increases it by log a N − j − 1. Therefore we have the upper bound of the number of ciphertexts as follows. For r < a clearly we have r (log a N − 1) + 1, and for r ≥ a we have
Since r (log a N − 1) + 1 < r (log a (N/r) + 1) when 1 ≤ r < a, this upper bound holds for any r ≥ 1.
Encryption of Secret Information
Each ciphertext broadcast in our methods is an encryption of secret information I (e. g. a session key) under a subset key. Any encryption algorithm which is considered to be secure can be used for this encryption. For example, we can use a secure block cipher algorithm with the block size |I|. However, the length of a subset key, |M |, is equal to the length of a secure modulus of RSA cryptosystem and generally |M | > |BK|, where |BK| is the key size of the block cipher algorithm. As introduced in [17] , we can use a oneway function h : Z * M → {0, 1} |BK| that maps elements which are randomly distributed over Z * M to randomly distributed strings of the desired length [19] . Namely, we can write the encryption of the secret information as E h(SK) (I) where SK and E BK (m) respectively denote a subset key and an encryption of message m under a block cipher algorithm using an encryption key BK. This gives that the size of each ciphertext is reduced to the size of the secret information which is transmitted, regardless of the size of a subset key.
Representation of Primes
In our methods a receiver needs to use some primes for derivation of a subset key. In this section we present techniques to store or find those primes and evaluate their storage and computational overhead.
Method 1. The total number of primes assigned to the subsets is (2 a − 2)
N −1 a−1 + 1 in Method 1. Since the size of the n th prime is O (n log n) [12] , we roughly estimate that the size of each prime is at most O (2 a N log 2 a N ). In order to derive a subset key SK k,B in the decryption phase, a receiver needs to compute w j /p k,B which is a product of 2 a−1 − 1 log a N primes corresponding to the subsets to which the receiver belongs except p k,B . If receivers strictly store the primes which are required for derivation of subset keys, they need the storage of O 2 a−1 −1 log a log N + 1 (log N + a + log (log N + a)) bits. Note that since those primes are public, receivers do not need to store them in a confidential manner.
On the other hand, this amount of storage overhead might be too large for some type of receivers. In order to reduce the size of such non-secret storage, we can define the assignment of the primes to the subsets as follows. A prime p k,B corresponding to a subset S k,B is (B) 2 th smallest prime larger than (k − 1) L, where (B) 2 denotes a binary number represented by a bit string B and L is a positive integer. Since at most 2 a − 1 subsets are defined for an internal node in the HKT, L should be large so that an interval ( (k − 1) L, kL] contains at least 2 a − 1 primes. If a number p is chosen at random, the probability that it is prime is about 1/ ln p [23] . Recall that the size of a prime used in the method is at most
a − 1 primes. Each receiver can compute p k,B from k and B in an on-the-fly manner as follows. From (k − 1) L+1, a receiver tests each number using a primality testing algorithm until it finds (B) 2 th smallest prime. An example of a probabilistic primality testing algorithm is the Miller-Rabin algorithm. Since the complexity of the algorithm for testing a number p is O log 3 p [23] , it is expected that the computational overhead for finding a prime is O log 4 p . A receiver u j needs to find at most 2 a − 1 primes (including primes u j does not use) for each of log a N internal nodes on path j , therefore the total computational overhead for generation of primes is roughly
Note that we assume receivers can not store the primes strictly in order to evaluate Method 1.
Method 2. The total number of primes assigned to the subsets in Method 2 is 2 a − 1. Note that this is much smaller than in Method 1. Since the bit length of the largest prime is roughly O (a + log a), the size of the storage which is required to store those primes is O ((2 a − 1) (a + log a)) bits. It may be possible for receivers to store those primes strictly if a parameter a is chosen reasonably, and we assume it for evaluation of Method 2. Note that since those primes are system-wide universal and public, receivers do not have to store them in a secure non-volatile memory such as a storage for master keys, but they can store them in a usual mask ROM which is used to store program codes.
We also have some ways to reduce the size of the storage. For example, we can define the assignment of those primes such that a prime p B corresponding to a subset S k,B is (B) 2 th smallest odd prime. Receivers store A/2 bits table, with each bit telling them whether or not the corresponding odd number is prime, where A is large enough to consist of 2 a − 1 primes, such that A ≈ 2 a a. This table is also system-wide universal and non-secret. This technique is introduced in [12] , as well as another way to cut down the size of the storage by listing the size of gaps between primes.
As another option, receivers can compute those primes in an on-the-fly manner. It is easy to find 2 a − 1 smallest primes for reasonably chosen a, and it requires no storage space.
Other Properties
In this section we briefly explain other properties that our methods have.
The Number of Revoked Receivers. It is not necessary to fix r, the number of revoked receivers, in advance in our methods. A sender can select an arbitrary group of r (0 ≤ r < N ) receivers that are revoked at each time of transmission of secret information. Conversely, the sender can choose any select group of receivers as actual recipients of each transmission. The number of ciphertexts broadcast is roughly proportional to r. This is an advantage of the revocation methods using a key tree structure [5, 11, 16, 17, 24, 25] including ours over the methods using a secret sharing scheme [2, 15, 18] . In the latter methods, w which is the upper bound of r must be fixed in advance and the length of broadcast message is O (w) regardless of the number of receivers actually revoked.
Stateless Receivers. In our methods, no receivers need to change their master key(s) in order to revoke or re-entitle receivers. Therefore our methods are suitable for stateless receivers. Suppose a receiver u j has been revoked during a certain period and is re-entitled to obtain the secret information which will be transmitted afterward. Even if u j has recorded all messages broadcast during the period and colludes with other receivers which have been also revoked during the period, it can not obtain the secret information sent at that time unless the encryption scheme used to encrypt the secret information is compromised. Traitor Tracing. As described in section 1.1, a traitor tracing technology is used to find a receiver who contributed for production of a non-legitimate receiver device by giving its private keys. The requirement for tracing traitors proposed in [17] is to find the identities of those that contributed their keys to a non-legitimate receiver and revoke them with still allowing broadcasting to the legitimate receivers. Since our methods have the same property as their methods with respect to the tracing capability such as a bifurcation property, their efficient tracing algorithm is effective in conjunction with our methods. The upper bound of the bifurcation value z is 2/3 in our methods, therefore the algorithm can be performed with at most t log 1/z N iterations, where t denotes the number of traitors.
Modification of CPPM and CPRM
CPPM and CPRM [8] are mechanisms for protection of copyrighted content recorded on pre-recorded or recordable media from unauthorized copying. Those mechanisms contain revocation of receivers (i. e. recorders or players). In this section we show a modification of them using the Master Key technique which reduces the number of keys a receiver stores. On the other hand, each compliant pre-recorded or recordable medium is given a Media Key Block (MKB) on its pre-recorded area during its manufacturing process. The MKB is a collection of encryptions of a session key under a key K x,y , where the session key is a key used for encryption or decryption of the content file stored on the medium. Note that the MKB does not contain the encryptions under keys K x,y which are given to the revoked receivers. In consequence, the revoked receivers will not be able to obtain the session key from the medium. A non-revoked receiver stores at least one key with high probability which can be used to decrypt a ciphertext in the MKB in order to obtain the session key. This construction gives a revocation method requiring a sender to broadcast at most XY ciphertexts on the medium and each receiver to store Y keys.
The Modification
Now we modify this method using the Master Key technique. Instead of choosing keys K x,y independently with each other, TC chooses and publishes distinct XY primes p x,y for each element (x, y) in the table, and defines each key K x,y as
where M is a public value and a product of two large secret primes, K is a secret value chosen randomly from Z * M , and T is a product of all primes p x,y . Then TC gives a receiver u j a master key M K j of Y keys, one key from each column. Discussions on the security of the proposed revocation methods in section 3 are also directly suitable for this modification. We can also use techniques described in section 4.2 and 4.3 in order to reduce the size of each ciphertext in the MKB and the size of the storage at a receiver, respectively. This modification reduces the number of keys each receiver stores to only one in exchange for additional computational overhead, i. e. Y − 1 multiplications and one modular exponentiation, assuming that receivers store Y primes strictly. Other properties such that the size of the MKB and the upper bound of the number of revoked receivers still remain the same as in the original methods. The size of the MKB, namely, the number of ciphertexts in the MKB is at most XY , and the size of each ciphertext is the size of the session key. Note that as analyzed in [17] , since the probability that a legitimate receiver is revoked increases non-negligibly when the number of revoked receivers becomes large, the revocation capability must be bounded by X.
Summary
In this paper we have proposed two efficient revocation methods which are suitable for stateless receivers. Our methods use the Master Key technique and the Power Set Method' with an a-ary key tree structure in order to reduce the number of keys each receiver stores and the number of ciphertexts broadcast, respectively. Method 1 requires receivers to store only one key. Method 2 is its variant which reduces the computational overhead of receivers in exchange for an increase in the number of master keys they store. We have discussed the security of our methods and some techniques used in those methods. We also have shown a modification of CPPM and CPRM using the Master Key technique where the number of keys each receiver stores is reduced to one.
